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Congratulations on taking your first step towards maximizing the value of 
your customer data. Maybe you’re a marketer who wants easier access 
to better data. Maybe you’re an engineer who wants to spend less time 
fulfilling data shipping requests. Maybe you googled “CDP HELP!!!” 
and found yourself here. Whichever broad generalization you find 
yourself in, welcome!

It’s a common story: As your business has grown, customer data has gotten 
siloed in different tools, becoming inconsistent and difficult to activate. 
You want to improve access to real-time customer data throughout your 
organization, build a 360-degree view of the customer, and use data to 
power real-time personalization. Today, you’re ready to turn data chaos into 
data order and bravely whisper “I think I need a CDP.” We’re here to help 
you figure out what’s next.

In this guide, you’ll learn:

1. How to assemble your CDP evaluation team and build a CDP 
business case

2. How to decide whether to build or buy your CDP

3. How to choose the right CDP for your business

https://www.mparticle.com/blog/data-chaos/
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How to assemble 
your CDP team
Your Customer Data Platform must be closely aligned to your data strategy 
and larger business goals to generate a positive return on investment. To get 
started on the right foot, it’s important to bring key stakeholders together 
and make sure that you’ve established a data strategy that accounts for 
everyones’ needs. Having this cross-functional data strategy in place will 
make it easier to align the project to business goals, identify evaluation 
criteria, and sell the CDP business case internally. 

Because internal structures vary across companies, it’s helpful to think 
about the stakeholders that should contribute to the data strategy. 

Data implementers
• Person responsible for implementing marketing and analytics tools

Data enablers
• Person who owns the MarTech stack

• Person who ensures teams across the business are enabled to 
leverage customer data 

• Person who manages consumer data privacy and governance

• Person who’s responsible for data quality and identity resolution

Data consumers
• Person in charge of customer communications both paid and owned

• Person responsible for increasing customer engagement 
and lifetime value

• Person who owns the digital customer experience

Forming a task force with this group will not only help you create a complete 
requirement list, but it will also make it easier to present a strong business 
case to senior decision makers.

The most successful CDP evaluations include input from stakeholders 
across all teams that interact with customer data, collaborating on decisions 
around data planning, data governance, and implementation roadmaps.
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Defining your customer 
data strategy
With a group of key cross-functional stakeholders together, you’re ready 
to review or establish your data strategy. By defining your data strategy 
before you begin speaking to CDP vendors, you’ll be able to enter vendor 
evaluations with greater clarity on which CDP product capabilities are 
requirements for your implementation and which are nice-to-haves. 

Align to your business goals
Customer data can be leveraged in an infinite number of ways, from 
powering marketing campaigns, to improving customer support, to building 
customer intelligence into the product experience.

To make the most of your customer data, it’s important to work with your 
cross-functional CDP team to identify business goals and determine how 
customer data needs to be leveraged to support those goals. 

Identify your CDP use cases
Once you have a clear understanding of the business objectives that the 
CDP will be supporting, you can proceed to identify the ways in which you’ll 
use the CDP to drive these goals. There are three primary ways through 
which CDPs provide value: 

• Collecting and connecting customer data in real time

• Creating a 360-degree view of the customer that stays 
up-to-date continuously

• Powering real-time personalization across channels

Based on your goals, some or all of these use cases may be important.  
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Plan phases of implementation
Although you may use your CDP for multiple use cases, not all use cases 
need to be initiated at once. The most successful CDP implementations 
we’ve seen have followed a crawl, walk, run approach that accounts for the 
design, implementation, training, and activation needed for each use case. 

To set your CDP up for success, clearly define implementation stages based 
on your business’s objectives, resources, and data skillset. For guidance 
on how to get started, you can take our customer data maturity self-
assessment—a quick set of questions designed to help you understand the 
current state of your customer infrastructure and identify ways to evolve 
your use cases over time.

Highlight potential dependencies or blockers
Occasionally, there is additional work required beyond the implementation 
of a CDP to fully operationalize your customer data architecture. Internal 
systems may require updates before they can be integrated with your 
CDP. Major customer-facing features may need to be shipped before you 
implement CDP vendor SDKs. It’s important to identify these potential 
dependencies or blockers so that you can plan accordingly.
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https://www.mparticle.com/blog/customer-data-maturity/
https://www.mparticle.com/customer-data-maturity-quiz/
https://www.mparticle.com/customer-data-maturity-quiz/
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Assess your customer 
data landscape
The more closely your Customer Data Platform is integrated seamlessly 
with your existing infrastructure and processes, the more valuable it will be. 
Identifying where data comes from and what information you’re tracking is 
important to success.  Determine what your universal data layer will need to 
include in order to service all consumers, and identify gaps in your current 
data set.  By planning your possible implementation, you’ll have a better 
idea of the needs you have, be able to choose the right CDP solution for 
your needs, and there won’t be any surprises. For example, if your mobile 
app is a core platform, it’s important to select a CDP that’s proficient in 
mobile data collection.

Identify all sources of customer data
Identify the various sources of customer data and each source’s integration 
capabilities. These may be apps, websites, internal databases, or other 
tools in your stack, and each may have different capabilities in terms of how 
customer data can be collected and integrated. For example, data can often 
be collected directly from apps and websites via client-side SDKs, whereas 
backend databases will require server-side integration. Surfacing these 
channel-level requirements will help you define the scope of 
your CDP implementation.

Determine your identity resolution architecture
Building unified customer profiles requires the union of multiple identifiers 
across your data sources. To understand your ideal approach to identity 
resolution, you should catalog what identifiers are available from each data 
source. Once the full set of identifiers is compiled, you should define which ones 
can be used to accurately identify registered users versus anonymous users, as 
well as which identifiers should take priority when multiple are available.

It’s also important to establish the situations in which you do and don’t want to 
merge known and anonymous profiles. For example, if a customer signs up and 
is linked to a known profile, will you unify their pre-sign up browsing activity, 
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Define what your universal data layer will look like
One of the biggest delays to time-to-data-value is bad data quality. It’s 
highly recommended that you create a comprehensive data plan that defines 
the data points you’ll be collecting and naming conventions for each data 
point, across platforms and properties. 

As you create the data plan, take time to align with both data engineers and 
business users on what data to expect and in what format. Ideally, you’ll 
create and maintain a single dictionary or catalog for your customer data so 
that all teams can understand what the data represents. 

Best-in-class CDPs will enable you to upload your plan into your CDP and 
enforce it as data is being collected, and also to download your data plan in 
the formats that meet the needs of teams across the organization.

Identify customer data activation systems
Being able to get data out of your CDP is as important as getting data into it. 
For that reason, it’s critical to identify the downstream data activations systems 
that your team will need to feed customer data to through your CDP. These 
could be tools that you’re already using today, or tools that you’d like to start 
using once you have your CDP in place. Make sure to tie this step back to the 
use cases that you hope to execute with your CDP.

Once you’ve identified the tools that will make-up your customer data 
technology stack, make sure the CDPs you’re evaluating can support 
integrations with these systems, both internal and external to your organization.

Account for privacy regulations and considerations
In order to stay compliant with data privacy rules and regulations, you should 
review any regulations that apply to your company and account for those in the 
design of your customer data architecture. A Customer Data Platform can help 
you securely integrate your data from point to point, but it’s essential that your 
data collection and federation reflect both regulatory requirements, e.g. CCPA 
and GDPR, as well as your company values.

which is linked to an anonymous profile, to the new known profile, or will you 
keep them separate? 

Your profile merge strategy will depend on the nuances of your customer 
journey and data governance policy.
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Should you build or 
buy your Customer 
Data Platform?
Some organizations are well equipped to build their CDP. For most 
companies, though, it can be more time consuming, more expensive, and 
ultimately a lot less adaptable than working with a CDP vendor. 

Building a Customer Data Platform
If your team has domain expertise in building data infrastructure, there are 
some benefits to building your own Customer Data Platform. You’re able to 
build a custom system, don’t have to pay for features that you don’t need, 
and you can decide how you develop your CDP over time. 

On the downside, however, developing a Customer Data Platform in-house 
is at best a 6-12 month project, according to the Customer Data Platform 
Institute. Without deep domain expertise, the build can easily take 18-
24 months, if not more. It’s also a complicated project, often requiring 
contribution from senior team members that have extensive knowledge of 
your existing architecture.

Furthermore, your Customer Data Platform’s evolution will be yours to 
execute once the initial platform is live. New API connections, product 
features, and more will likely be requested from end users of your CDP on 
an ongoing basis. If there are any changes in government regulations or 
market conditions, your organization’s platform requirements may change. 
Frequent CDP maintenance and integration builds will pull resources away 
from other projects, increasing CDP cost and impacting the productivity of 
the team as a whole. As your customer base grows, you will need to ensure 
that your CDP has the data processing scalability required. Although you 
will have the flexibility to focus on updates that are most important to your 
organization, it will also be up to you to build them.

https://blog.cdpinstitute.org/blog/Blog751/Build-or-Buy-a-Customer-Data-Platform-Here-s-the-Answer
https://blog.cdpinstitute.org/blog/Blog751/Build-or-Buy-a-Customer-Data-Platform-Here-s-the-Answer
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Buying a Customer Data Platform
Many organizations, both enterprises and startups, that turn to Customer 
Data Platforms consider working with a leading CDP vendor. There are 
several benefits to doing so.

Time-to-value: Instead of allocating resources to build 
your Customer Data Platform, your engineers are able to 
implement packaged SDKs in your digital properties or 
set up API connections once and then return 
to core development. 

Cost: Working with a CDP vendor will allow you to access 
the capabilities you and your team need at a subscription 
cost, eliminating the opportunity cost of the build process.

Flexibility: With secure data collection and extensive 
integration ecosystems, packaged CDPs make it easy to 
shift or evolve your data pipeline. Business teams are able 
to collect data from new sources, such as a POS system, 
with little-to-no engineering work required, and trial or A/B 
test new vendors by sending limited data sets to them in 
just a few clicks.

Questions to ask when considering build vs buy

What are the competitive advantages you seek by having a CDP?

If you’re competing in a mature market, an excellent way to differentiate is 
by investing in technology that enables better customer experiences. You 
may have some of the resources to build your own solution, but legacy 
infrastructure or organizational restrictions may make it difficult to 
move forward. 

01
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If you’re operating in an emerging market, speed to market is important. 
The sooner you can implement a viable solution, the sooner you can begin 
delivering results.

Are you planning on using a CDP to power real-time customer experiences 
such as transactional emails and fraud prevention? If so, it’s important 
to consider the requirements for building real-time data collection and 
integration versus batch processing.

What available resources do you have, and what is your track 
record of tech development?

Many organizations consistently adopt to build their own tools, and 
therefore have the resources and processes in place to do so again 
successfully. If you don’t have a track record of developing data 
infrastructure, however, it’s important to consider whether you have the 
resources and processes in place to build a Customer Data Platform.

What are your CDP time-to-market requirements?

As noted earlier, there is a significant time differential between building and 
buying a customer data platform. If you are operating in an evolving industry 
and are facing pressure to keep up with the competition, it may be difficult to 
allocate 12-18 months to building your own solution (if not longer). 
Working with the right CDP vendor can allow you to get to market in as 
quickly as 90 days.

What will the labor costs of developing and maintaining a solution be
for your organization?

Once your initial CDP solution is built, you’ll still be responsible for 
building new integrations, maintaining existing connections, ensuring 
your infrastructure can scale, and introducing the feature updates your 
team needs. To properly forecast a CDP build, it’s important to estimate 
the number of updates you’ll need to make a year (based on your team’s 
historical vendor selections) as well as your projected tracked user growth, 
and calculate what the labor costs of those updates will be.
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How to navigate 
the Customer Data
Platform market
Once you have your data strategy and evaluation approach established, 
you’ll be prepared to explore CDP options. Because your CDP team includes 
stakeholders from across the business, we’ve categorized suggested 
considerations into our three functional roles: Data implementers, Data 
enablers, and Data consumers. Not all of these considerations may reflect 
your stakeholders’ CDP needs, so feel free to focus on the considerations 
that are relevant to your use cases.

Data implementers
To determine which CDP vendor is right for your organization, it’s important 
to validate that the CDP integrates well with your existing infrastructure. 
Without a sustainable implementation, any downstream benefits that a CDP 
promises to business teams are nullified.

Beyond initial instrumentation, you also need to confirm that the CDP 
will make engineers’ lives easier in the long run. Implementation of new 
events should be simple, and it should be straightforward to monitor data 
collection and event forwarding. Furthermore, certain CDPs empower 
engineering users with developer tools such as linting and CLIs, making it 
easier to adhere to your data schema and ensure that high-quality data is 
logged to your workspace.

Questions that data implementers can consider when evaluating a CDP

• Does the CDP provide SDKs and APIs that I can easily deploy 
into our systems?

• Does the CDP provide integrations that will allow us to move third-party 
vendor code from the client-side to the server-side?

• Does the CDP provide developer tools that will enable our engineers to 
manage the implementation more easily?

• Does the CDP vendor provide developer documentation that will allow 
us to work with the tool independently?

• Does the CDP make it easier to monitor data collection and forwarding?
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Data enablers
For Data Product Managers and MarTech owners focused on improving 
the integrity of the data pipeline, Customer Data Platforms present a 
transformation of the way in which customer data is managed. By eliminating 
data silos, creating a unified view of the customer, and providing data 
consumers with instant access to real-time customer data without Engineering 
dependency, CDPs make the vision of building an interconnected, best-
in-class tech stack a reality. However, with a cluttered and confusing CDP 
market, it’s important to differentiate between which CDP providers are 
providing reality and which are providing a facade. The best way to do so, 
besides evaluating a vendor’s capabilities for collection, identity resolution, 
and integration, is to conduct customer references and trial specific use cases.

It’s also important to evaluate how Customer Data Platform vendors impact 
developer efficiency. Without a CDP in place, developers are consistently 
called to assist business teams with vendor SDK implementations and 
updates, .csv data uploads, data quality management, and other tedious 
tasks. These requests pull developers away from core development, 
introducing the impact of context switching, delaying the launch of 
customer-facing initiatives, and putting the product roadmap at risk. By 
enabling non-technical users to connect data to downstream applications 
within the UI, CDPs free developers from having to support ad-hoc requests 
from Marketing. When evaluating a CDP, validate with your developers 
that the CDP provider’s client-side SDKs are well built and will fit into your 
existing architecture. This will ensure that the CDP will truly free developers 
from ongoing third-party code management.

Questions that data enablers stakeholders can consider when 
evaluating a CDP

• Will the CDP help you save engineering resources in the long run?

• How will the CDP implementation impact app/website load speed?

• Will the CDP enable us to resolve cross-channel data to 360-degree 
customer profiles?

• Will the CDP enable us to process Data Subject Requests, collect 
customer consent state, and control data forwarding based on consent 
or any other chosen lawful basis?

• Does the CDP integrate well with the tools and systems used across our 
MarTech stack?

• Will the CDP make it easier for data consuming teams to use 
customer data?
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Data Consumers
Marketing leaders and other data consumers are heavily involved in 
Customer Data Platform evaluations because they are the role that leverage 
the data in the CDP to improve the customer experience. Specifically, 
functions such as setting up event forwarding, profile lookups, and audience 
building can all be completed by Marketing stakeholders within the CDP UI. 
When evaluating vendors, data consumers should inspect how easy it is to 
carry out these core functions in each CDP, and confirm that they can be 
completed without developer support.

For integration capabilities in particular, marketers and other data 
consumers should validate that the CDP integrates with all the tools and 
systems across their tech stack. If there are gaps that the CDP provider 
promises to fill, it’s important to assess their capability on delivering those 
updates. Additionally, it’s important to confirm that integrations are easy to 
connect, and that you’ll have the ability to control which events are sent to 
each destination within the UI.

When evaluating a CDP’s audience building capabilities, it’s important to 
validate that the platform’s UI makes it easy to build segments and connect 
them to downstream systems in real time for activation. Advanced audience 
features that you can look out for are audience size estimation, multi-step 
journey building, predictive audience building, audience A/B testing, and 
audience downloading. 

Questions that data consumers can consider when evaluating a CDP

• Is the UI clear and easy to use?

• Does the CDP make it possible to access a unified view of the customer 
without developer support?

• Does the CDP have an intuitive audience builder that enables you to 
build segments without developer support?

• Does the CDP have packaged integrations with all of the other tools 
in your growth stack, and do those integrations enable you to forward 
events and audiences in real time?

• Will having the CDP in place make it easier to deliver personalized 
customer experiences?

• Can you use the CDP on a day-to-day basis without involving a developer?

• Will the CDP enable me to generate AI predictions, such as likelihood to 
churn, without support from data science?
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What about roles that are harder to define?
All organizations are different—especially those undergoing digital 
transformation. You may have key stakeholders that don’t neatly fit into the 
above categories. Their input will be just as valuable, and their expertise 
will guide what area should be their evaluation focus. For instance, when 
building your internal CDP team, you brought in the “Person who owns 
customer data privacy.” This Data Privacy Officer can use their expertise to 
ask questions like:

• Does the CDP offer data localization tools to choose what country or 
region the data is stored?

• What sort of data privacy controls does the CDP offer and is it sufficient 
for our business (and the future of our business)?

• Does it offer the GDPR, CCPA, or other regional compliance that our 
business needs?

• How does it support AppTracking Transparency and similar upcoming 
platform changes?
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Explore the mParticle 
platform demo
Manage data flows, build audiences, 
and connect data to your favorite 
downstream tools.

Explore demo now

Ensuring long-term 
success of your Customer 
Data Platform
As you progress to selecting your CDP and completing implementation, it’s 
important to keep your internal CDP stakeholders aligned. Building a data-
driven culture within your organization requires the introduction of new 
procedures, and your cross functional team will have the best insight to design 
those workflows. For example, with a CDP in place, business owners of 
individual data activation platforms (such as email or analytics tools) will no 
longer individually own the collection of data at the source. In this case, there 
may be a need for a central CDP owner that manages data collection across 
all sources and enables data consumers to use data effectively.

It may also make sense for your CDP team to create a new customer data 
workflow for the business’ internal teams. This can entail creating processes 
to document a data plan, manage new data sources, data requests, and data 
consumers as they develop.

As you continue to explore the Customer Data Platform market, you might 
find yourself yearning to dive deeper than blog posts and architecture 
diagrams and begin playing around with CDP tools themselves. To help, we 
built an mParticle platform demo. 

The platform demo allows you to jump into the mParticle UI and explore 
different features. You can follow a super quick guided tour of the platform, 
or poke around to your heart’s content.

https://demo.mparticle.com/activity/app


www.mparticle.com 
mParticle 

mparticle@mparticle.com

About mParticle
mParticle makes it easy to manage customer data along the entire product  
and customer lifecycle. Teams across companies like Starbucks, NBCUniversal, 
Spotify and Airbnb use mParticle to deliver great customer experiences and 
accelerate growth by solving the foundational challenges that impede success 
at scale. Founded in 2013, mParticle is headquartered in New York City with 
employees around the globe.

https://www.mparticle.com
https://www.linkedin.com/company/mparticle-inc-/mycompany/

